
Watch English movies 

The starting point must be in movies or series that have an easy vocabulary and dialogue. If 
you have comprehension problems, the solution could be to use subtitles, to be able to 
follow the thread of the story. Once you practice and notice that your level is increasing, try 
to skip the subtitles and to retain the maximum of information. Remember that each person 
has their own accent so your knowledge will be wider. 

The listen music technique 

The aim group for this technique is everyone that wants to improve his vocabulary in 
English. You should go to any music platform and listen to any playlist of the type of music 
you like in English. Then search the lyrics of the song you´re playing. Compare the English 
lyrics with Spanish ones and write down the words you didn't know and his meaning. This 
will increase your vocabulary. 

URL: 
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/37i9dQZEVXbLnolsZ8PSNw?si=bMHjgS84QbywIcy-5bGHu
w 

This technique is useful to improve your vocabulary in a recreative way and you´ll discover 
songs you´ll like! 

Change the language of the devices your use in your daily life. 

Other techniques that you can use to improve your English is changing the language of the 
device you use daily like your phone, your computer, your e-book etc. This will get you 
acquainted with some terminology that maybe you are not familiar with and will help you to 
get fluent in reading and writing. 

URL: The settings in your device. 

Flash cards 

For this technique we need some cards that we'll put some images on. Then we´ll write in 
the order side of the cards the answer to the question. We will ask any member of our family 
to ask us the questions and try to say the answer. 

URL: 
https://www.adams.es/blogs/alumno/las-flash-card-las-tarjetas-didacticas-que-ayudan-a-me
morizar-grandes-temarios/ 

This technique will improve memorization and visual learning. 
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